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Highlights
'Broca’s area' is structurally and
functionally heterogeneous, contain-
ing a language-selective region and
a domain-general MD region.

These two regions exhibit drastically
different functional response profiles
and covary with two distinct brain
networks: the core language-selective
frontotemporal network and the
domain-general frontoparietal MD
network.

High interindividual variability in the loca-
Theories of human cognition prominently feature 'Broca’s area', which causally
contributes to amyriad of mental functions. However, Broca’s area is not a mono-
lithic, multipurpose unit – it is structurally and functionally heterogeneous. Some
functions engaging (subsets of) this area share neurocognitive resources,
whereas others rely on separable circuits. A decade of converging evidence has
now illuminated a fundamental distinction between two subregions of Broca’s
area that likely play computationally distinct roles in cognition: one belongs to
the domain-specific 'language network', the other to the domain-general 'multi-
ple-demand (MD) network'. Claims about Broca’s area should be (re)cast in
terms of these (and other, as yet undetermined) functional components, to estab-
lish a cumulative research enterprise where empirical findings can be replicated
and theoretical proposals can be meaningfully compared and falsified.
tions of different functional regions has
muddled earlier theorizing and empirical
work, much of which has relied on tradi-
tional group analyses.

Functional localization in individual partic-
ipants in future investigations of Broca’s
area will help to establish a robust and
cumulative research enterprise.

Any future theoretical proposal or em-
pirical claim should specify the relevant
functional component of Broca’s area.
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The Construct of Broca’s Area
The modern enterprise of human cognitive neuroscience commenced with the landmark
proposal by Paul Broca [1] linking speech articulation mechanisms to the posterior portion of
the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG), a region hence known as ‘Broca’s area’. Since this original
observation Broca’s area has been implicated in diverse cognitive functions, extending well
beyond articulation. Most proposals fall under one of two general hypotheses: according to
one prominent hypothesis, Broca’s area implements syntactic/combinatorial processing either
in language [2–6] or across multiple domains [7–10]. According to another hypothesis, Broca’s
area supports executive functions such as working memory, selection, or cognitive control [11–
13]. Thus, despite its advanced scientific age, this region continues to play a central role in cur-
rent theorizing about high-level cognition, including some allegedly human-specific capacities
(cf. Box 1). We argue here that these and other hypotheses construed as referring to ‘Broca’s
area’ cannot be meaningfully evaluated because this region consists of multiple functionally
distinct components.

Empirical and theoretical papers still commonly use the term Broca’s area [14] or refer to one of
its anatomical subdivisions (the opercular or the triangular portion of the LIFG, corresponding to
Brodmann areas BA44 and BA45, respectively, according to some atlases [15]). However, we
argue here that the construct of Broca’s area, or its macroanatomic subregions, is problematic
and has led to empirical confusion and misguided theorizing. Our argument is organized as
follows: we first discuss the problem of interindividual macro- and microanatomical variability
in the part of the brain that houses Broca’s area. We then summarize recent work that has
established the existence of two distinct functional regions within Broca’s area: one that
belongs to the frontotemporal language-selective network [16], and a second that belongs to
the domain-general frontoparietal MD network [17,18]. We proceed to show how failing to
account for interindividual variability in the precise locations of these and other functional com-
ponents has led to inaccurate inferences about Broca’s area in earlier studies. We conclude by
highlighting recent findings that are beginning to illuminate the role of the language-selective
and the domain-general components of Broca’s area, and their associated networks, in
language processing.
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Box 1. Possible Homologies between Human and Non-Human Left Frontal Brain Areas

With our genome largely shared with other primates [122], it is perhaps unsurprising that many of our perceptual, motor,
and cognitive abilities – and their neural substrates – appear to be similar. Whereas a major neural difference is the expan-
sion of the human frontal cortex [123], most cytoarchitectonic areas, including those in Broca’s area, appear to have ho-
mologs in non-human primates [124; cf. 125]. Similarly, based on functional correlations in fMRI, at least some frontal areas
and their associated functional networks appear to be conserved between humans and macaques [126]. Of most rele-
vance here are two networks recently identified in macaque brains that appear to be homologous to (i) the MD network
[127], and (ii) the human articulation network [128].

(i) From single-cell physiology, we have long known that frontal and parietal areas in non-human primates exhibit MD-like
properties: flexible coding of task-relevant information [17,129–131]. However, such recordings are necessarily limited
in their coverage. A recent study [127] used data from resting-state fMRI to map a putative MD network in macaques,
guided by the topography of the human MD network and known human–macaque brain correspondences. They
successfully recovered a set of functionally interconnected areas, including three lateral frontal areas, one in the vicinity
of the 'Broca’s area' homolog [124].

(ii) Although human language has no equal in the animal kingdom, communication systems of our primate relatives can
importantly inform our understanding of human communication [132]. A recent fMRI investigation of social interactions
in macaques [128] reported that generating lipsmacks (canonical primate emotional expression) recruits a set of brain
areas that strongly resemble the human articulatory control network [106,133] (Box 2), including parts of ventrolateral
premotor cortex.
In summary, non-human primate lateral frontal cortex contains areas that are likely to be homologous to the humanMD
areas and to areas that control vocal production. Less clear is whether any frontal areas correspond to the human
high-level language areas. Although language is uncontroversially more rich and flexible than non-human communica-
tion systems, recent research suggests that even properties that have long been argued to be unique to human lan-
guage, such as compositionality, are robustly present and can be fruitfully studied in non-human primates [134], and
that non-human communication exhibits information-theoretic optimization [135] similar to human languages [118]. In
fact, the brain areas of macaque monkeys that appear to be sensitive to the interpretation of socially relevant signals
bear a striking similarity to the language network in humans ( [128]; also [136,137]).
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Interindividual Variability of Broca’s Area
Broca’s area is characterized by striking individual differences in both macro- and microanatomy
which have likely muddled empirical data and theoretical frameworks over the years. Macroanatomic
variability concerns differences in the size, shape, and location of gyri and sulci, the presence/absence
and depth of sulci, the number of sulcus segments, and the number and position of side branches.
Variability in these features has been reported for the left frontal cortex, including specifically Broca’s
area [19–24]. For example, one study [23] used MRI to examine the pars opercularis in 50 individuals
and found considerable variability in its shape: in some brains almost the entire structure was visible
on the surface, appearing as a single convolution or two convolutions, whereas in other brains the
region was partially or completely hidden in the inferior precentral sulcus. Another study [24] found
that, on the lateral frontal surface, even the relatively stable sulcal landmarks exhibited variability of
up to ~6 mm (i.e., ~3 voxels, or more in higher-resolution sequences).

Furthermore, finer subdivisions within the LIFG also exhibit high interindividual variability. Such subdivi-
sions may be defined based on differences in cellular properties (cytoarchitecture), the level of axon
myelination (myeloarchitecture), and the density and distribution of receptor types (receptoarchitecture)
[15,25–29], and plausibly correspond to different functional components. Importantly, these
microarchitectonic areas are not accessible to current in vivo human brain imaging techniques and
do not bear a consistent relation to gyri and sulci [15,22]. For example, one study [22] reported that
the BA44/BA6 border varies in its location between the rostral and caudal walls of the precentral sul-
cus, whichmeans that, across individuals, it differs with respect to the fundus of the sulcus by 1–2 cm.

Interindividual variability adversely affects all analyses that assume a stable relationship between a
location in a common coordinate system, such as the Talairach and the Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) templates [30], and function. Such analyses include traditional random-effects
nitive Sciences, April 2020, Vol. 24, No. 4 271
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analyses [31] as well as analyses of functional correlations performed at the group level [32],
voxel-based morphometry/lesion–symptom mapping approaches common in neuropsychological
patient research [33], and meta-analyses of activation peaks [34]. The problem is that any given
coordinate in a common space may correspond to one functional region in one individual, but to a
different functional region in another [30,35,36] (Figure 1C). Indeed, functional activations in the asso-
ciation cortices, including lateral frontal cortex, do not align well across individuals [37–39].
Even identifying macroanatomical landmarks in the native brain space of each individual [40] is prob-
lematic because – at least for higher-order association areas – these landmarks cannot be used as
reliable proxies for microanatomical areas and, therefore, for function, in most cases.

Given these challenges, how can we make progress toward characterizing the functional organi-
zation of Broca’s area and understanding its consequences for the cognitive architecture of the
humanmind? Some researchers – including ourselves – have argued that interindividual variability
in the precise locations of functional areas must be taken into consideration. This can currently be
achieved by one of two procedures: (i) examining functional responses at the level of individual
brains and then pooling data from the ‘same’ functional areas (cf the same location in a common
space or the same macroanatomic area) to draw population-level inferences [30,35,36,41], or
(ii) interpreting locations in common coordinate systems in relation to probabilistic activation
atlases [42] (Figure 1A) that can help to estimate the probability that a given coordinate falls within
a particular functional area. Indeed, these types of approaches have revealed a robust dissocia-
tion within Broca’s area: a distinction between a language-selective region and a domain-general
region. We describe this dissociation in the following section.

Two Distinct Functional Regions within Broca’s Area
Several earlier studies have reported functional dissociations within Broca’s area/LIFG [43–48].
We focus here on the dissociation that has most consistently and robustly emerged across
diverse methodological approaches – between a language-selective region and a domain-
general region (see Box 2 for another region not discussed here). We present four types of
data in support of this dissociation: functional responses in task-based paradigms [46,49], func-
tional correlations during naturalistic cognition [50,51], correlations across individuals in effect
sizes from task-based paradigms [49], and cognitive deficits following brain damage [52].

The first three sets of findings come from studies that have relied on the functional localization ap-
proach [30,35,41]. In this approach, a robust and well-normed 'localizer' task is used to identify
brain areas that show a particular functional signature. For example, one can find the language-
responsive portion of Broca’s area by contrasting responses to sentences versus nonwords,
or speech versus foreign/acoustically degraded speech [41,53], and its domain-general portion
by contrasting responses to a more- versus less-demanding executive-function task [54]
(Figure 1). Although localizer contrasts are sometimes criticized for the choice of particular
stimuli/tasks [55], much evidence now suggests that well-validated localizers parcellate the
brain in much the same way as data-driven, whole-brain clustering of voxel timecourses during
naturalistic paradigms [56,57], or patterns of white-matter connections among areas [58]. As a
result, a functional localizer simply provides a quick and efficient way to pick out the relevant
functional subset of the brain when one cannot rely on visible anatomy as a guide. The fourth
finding comes from a study that has interpreted lesion data with respect to large-N probabilis-
tic activation atlases for the language and the MD networks.

Distinct Responses in Task-Based Paradigms
Two very different functional response profiles coexist within Broca’s area [46,49]. One region
appears to be selective for linguistic input (both visual and auditory [41,53,59]) (Figure 2) over
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Figure 1. Responses to Language versus Executive Demands in Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus (LIFG). (A
Probabilistic overlap maps across a sample of 405 participants showing, for each voxel, the percentage of participants
who show significant (Pb0.001; uncorrected, unc.) effects for a contrast between passive reading of sentences and
nonword lists (left), and a contrast between hard and easy versions of a spatial working memory (WM) task (right); (the
data are projected onto a lateral view of an inflated left hemisphere of an average brain template). These two contrasts
robustly and reliably identify the language network and the multiple-demand (MD) network, respectively. The boundaries o
the opercular and triangular subdivisions of the IFG are outlined in white [147]. The boundaries within which Brodmann
areas BA44 and BA45 could fall are outlined in black [148]. The IFG contains regions responsive to the
sentencesNnonwords contrast, as well as distinct regions responsive to the hardNeasy working memory contrast. (B
Functionally distinct regions within the IFG in individual participants. Significant effects (Pb0.001, uncorrected) for the
sentencesNnonwords contrast (red) and hardNeasy working memory contrast (blue) in the IFG of four sample brains
Activations are only shown if they fall within the probabilistic borders of BA44/BA45 (light patch) and/or the boundaries o
the opercular and triangular subdivisions of the IFG (white outlines). (C) Variability in the locations of language and MD
regions in the IFG. Each column shows a different coordinate in the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space (circled)
the top two panels show activation maps in subjects with language-selective activity in that coordinate, and the bottom
two panels show activation maps in subjects with domain-general MD activity in that coordinate. The white dashed
contour shows the boundaries of the opercular and triangular subdivisions of the IFG based on [149].
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Box 2. An Articulation-Responsive Region within Broca’s Area

The initial attention that Broca’s area received was when a severe deficit in speech articulation was observed in a patient
with damage to posterior LIFG, who exhibited apparently preserved comprehension and non-linguistic abilities [1]. Later
patient work and brain imaging studies in healthy adults have implicated several additional areas in articulation,
including regions within the precentral gyrus, supplementary motor area, the insula, superior temporal cortex, and
cerebellum [106,133,138–140]. Some have even questioned the role of Broca’s area in articulation [140]. However, much
recent evidence aligns with Broca’s original claim [141,142]. In fact, it was found [106] that a regionwithin Broca’s area, but
not other frontal areas that are active during articulation, appears to exhibit some selectivity for speech production relative
to non-articulation tasks that share features with speech production, such as the production of non-speech oral-motor
movements. In line with this selectivity, most current proposals link this region with speech-specific functions, such as
implementing motor syllable programs [143] or containing portions of the speech sound map [133], but the precise con-
tribution of this region to articulation remains debated. For example, using intracranial recording data, it was argued [144]
that sites within left posterior IFG mediate information flowing from the temporal cortex (where phonological planning likely
occurs [145]) to motor regions. Given that during actual speech, only the motor regions were active, and sites in posterior
LIFG were silent, they hypothesized that the latter prepare an articulatory code that is sent to the motor cortex where it is
implemented. Relatedly, using intraoperative cortical cooling, [146] found that interfering with neural activity in
posterior LIFG affected the timing of speech, but not its quality (which was instead affected by cooling the speech motor
cortex). The authors suggested that posterior LIFGmay support sequence generation for speech production. Importantly,
and regardless of its precise computations, the articulation-responsive region within posterior LIFG is distinct from both the
high-level language-selective region and the domain-general MD region within Broca’s area [106].
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performing a variety of non-linguistic cognitive tasks. These tasks include music perception [16],
arithmetic processing [16,60,61], executive function tasks [16,49], thinking about others’ mental
states (A.M. Paunov, PhD Thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2019), and action/
gesture observation [62,63] (Figure 2). This region is similar in its response profile to several
other regions which jointly form the left-lateralized frontotemporal 'core language network'
[41,64,65] (left side of Figure 1A, brain insets with red parcels in Figure 2). This network includes
at least two other areas in the left frontal cortex – one in the orbital portion of the LIFG and a
second in the posterior portion of the left middle frontal gyrus – as well as areas in the left temporal
lobe. The regions of this network have been linked to 'high-level' (i.e., a-modal) language pro-
cessing, including lexical and combinatorial operations [41,66], but excluding lower-level
perceptual and motor components [65,67].

This language-selective region is abutted by highly domain-general regions (right side of Figure 1A,
brain insets with blue parcels in Figure 2). We focus on the region that falls posteriorly to the
language-selective region (albeit with considerable interindividual variability in its precise
location; Figure 1B,C). We note, however, that functionally similar regions also lie both superiorly to
it, along the left inferior frontal sulcus/middle frontal gyrus, and inferiorly, within the left anterior insula
(Figure 1A,B), sometimes forming a contiguous activation cluster with the region falling within the
LIFG. These regions respond to diverse demanding perceptual and cognitive tasks,
including arithmetic processing [58,61], executive function tasks [17,58,68,69], and action observa-
tion [70], and are modulated by difficulty, where stronger responses are seen for conditions that re-
quire greater effort [58,68,69] (Figure 2). These domain-general regions share this response profile
with several other frontal, parietal, cingular, and insular regions spread across both
hemispheres, and which jointly form the bilateral 'multiple-demand (MD)' network [17,18]. This net-
work has been linked to several theoretical constructs, including attention, workingmemory, inhibitory
control, planning/goal-directed behaviors, fluid intelligence, and consciousness [17,71,72].

It is important to note that some linguistic manipulations may elicit a response in both language-
selective and domain-general MD regions. For example, regions in both networks – at least under
some task conditions – have been shown to be sensitive to violations of linguistic structure [73,74]
and to manipulations of linguistic complexity in well-formed sentences [75–77]. Therefore, sensi-
tivity within Broca’s area to manipulations of linguistic materials that also affect processing
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Figure 2. Two Regions within Broca’s Area and Their Associated Networks. Response profiles of functionally
defined regions within Broca’s area (top two bar graphs), separately for its language-selective and domain-general MD
regions (data sources: [16,41,53,58,61,62]). The former region responds selectively to language across modalities
(reading and listening) but shows low responses to linguistically/acoustically degraded controls as well as to a wide array
of non-linguistic stimuli and tasks [music, arithmetic, spatial and verbal working memory, cognitive control tasks, physica
and mental events, and action observation]. The latter region, by contrast, scales its response with processing demands
in both the linguistic domain (where degraded control materials are harder to process than intact input) and multiple, non-

(Figure legend continued at the bottom of the next page.
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difficulty cannot be used as evidence for the recruitment of a language-specific region (because
they could instead, or in addition, reflect the recruitment of the domain-general region). Con-
versely, sensitivity to manipulations of processing difficulty that focus on the linguistic domain
cannot be used as evidence for the recruitment of a domain-general, effort-modulated region
(although lack of sensitivity to difficulty modulations may provide evidence against the recruitment
of this region, assuming sufficient power).

Crucially, the sensitivity of both regions to manipulations that confound linguistic processing and
general effort is not an argument against the need to segregate these regions and their associated
networks in analyses and theorizing, for two reasons. First, unlike language regions, the engage-
ment of MD regions during task-based linguistic processing does not necessarily generalize to
naturalistic comprehension scenarios [78–80], and the functional relevance of the MD network to
linguistic behavior remains unclear. Second, and more importantly, the overall response
patterns of the language-selective and domain-general regions to linguistic materials are strikingly
opposite: the language-selective region responds most strongly to meaningful and structured
linguistic stimuli (sentences), and the response falls off as the meaning/structure of the sentence
becomes degraded [41,81] (Figure 2). By contrast, the domain-general region responds more
strongly to meaningless and unstructured nonword sequences [58], or to acoustically degraded in-
decipherable speech [82], compared to well-formed and perceptually clear sentences (Figure 2).
This evidence for functional dissociation overrides evidence of association: the fact that, for many
stimuli and tasks, the two networks respond in distinct ways suggests that we should treat them
as functionally separate entities. Unfortunately, many standard language tasks, especially those
that are popular in clinical practice (such as verb generation [83]), confound linguistic and general
cognitive demands, making the resulting activations difficult to interpret.

Distinct Patterns of Functional Correlations During Naturalistic Cognition
One possible criticism of the functional dissociations in task-based paradigms is that such para-
digms underestimate the complexity of real-world cognition [84]. Thus, perhaps in scenarios that
more strongly resemble everyday experiences where we simultaneously engage a host of mental
processes, we would observe less functional separation and more integration and similarity
among different brain areas. Arguing against this intuition, dozens of studies have now shown
that the functional networks that emerge in naturalistic-cognition paradigms closely resemble
those discovered previously with task-based paradigms [56,85,86]. Similarly, the language-
selective and domain-general regions within Broca’s area also dissociate sharply in their pattern
of signal fluctuations during rich naturalistic cognition, including both 'resting state' and story
comprehension paradigms [50,51] (Figure 3A). In particular, the language-selective region
exhibits synchronized activity with all core regions of the language network, whereas the
domain-general region synchronizes with some regions of the frontoparietal MD network (mostly
in the left hemisphere), and the correlations across these two regions are substantially weaker (the
correlations between the two larger networks are non-existent). Moreover, data-driven clustering
of signal time-courses in language and MD regions, including the functionally distinct regions
within Broca’s area, recovers a clear and replicable parcellation into two networks [50,51].
linguistic domains. The bottom two bar graphs show the response profiles across the rest of the language network (averaged
across four regions) and the rest of the MD network (averaged across 18 regions). Note the similarity between the response
profile of the language-selective IFG region and the language network, on the one hand, and the domain-general IFG region
and the MD network, on the other hand. All regions within and outside the IFG were functionally defined in individual
participants using the corresponding contrasts (Figure 1A). The locations of these functional regions were constrained to
fall within large areas of cortex that contain the activations of most participants in earlier studies (these areas are colored
on the inflated brain images at the top-right corner of each panel). Abbreviations: IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; MD, multiple-
demand; MSIT, multi-source interference task; WM, working memory.
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Distinct Patterns of Inter-Region Correlations in Effect Size
A novel approach was recently introduced to probe the relationships among brain regions within and
between functional networks by examining covariation in the strength of their functional responses
across individuals. First, our group [87] found that different language regions robustly exhibit such co-
variation in their effect sizes for the contrast between reading sentences and nonword lists. In other
words, individuals who show a relatively strong response to the sentencesNnonwords contrast in
one language region (e.g., the language-selective component of Broca’s area) are also likely to
show a strong response to that contrast in other language regions. Importantly, these effect sizes ap-
pear to be stable within participants across runs and scanning sessions, suggesting that they tap
some time-invariant idiosyncratic properties of individual brains. Additional studies ( [49]; also [88]) fur-
ther showed thatMD regions similarly covary in their effect sizes across individuals. Crucially, they also
demonstrated that these effect-size correlations respect functional dissociations between brain
networks: across individuals, language, and MD regions show relatively weak covariation with one
another in their degree of responsiveness (Figure 3B). Therefore, effect-size correlations across indi-
viduals do not simply reflect brainwide properties such as the degree of vascularization, arousal, or
generalized processing abilities. From a theoretical standpoint, this finding provides further evidence
that the language and MD networks, including their respective components within Broca’s area,
are functionally distinct. From an experimental standpoint, it suggests that the response strength in
each network can be used as a specific neural marker that can be related to behavior [87,89,90].

Distinct Cognitive Deficits Following Brain Damage
A strong advantage of the functional localization approach – in addition to establishing a cumula-
tive research enterprise and facilitating replications and comparisons across studies (cf [91]) – is
that it allows the accumulation of large datasets where the same functional paradigm is used
across hundreds of participants. These datasets can then be used to construct probabilistic
activation atlases [42] which capture not only the areas of most consistent responses across
individuals but also the variability in the locations of functional areas. Such atlases can aid the
interpretation of group-level activation peaks or lesion data from earlier studies.

This approach was recently used [52] to demonstrate a dissociation between the MD and language
networks in neuropsychological data, wherein damage to coordinates that likely house the MD
network leads to decreases in fluid intelligence, but damage to coordinates that likely house the
language network leads to linguistic deficits. Of most relevance to the current review, this dissocia-
tion held for lesions limited to the left frontal cortex. This dissociation aligns with other reports that
individuals with even extensive damage to the language network retain their ability to perform di-
verse non-linguistic tasks, from solving arithmetic problems [92] to causal reasoning [93,94],
representing others’ mental states [95,96], and producing and processing music [97].

Re-Evaluating Inferences about Broca’s Area from Earlier Studies
Many incorrect inferences in past investigations of Broca’s area may be attributed to reliance on
methods of analysis that fail to take into account interindividual variability in the precise locations
Figure 3. Functional Covariation between the Regions within Broca’s Area and Their Networks. (A) Covariation
between the two regions within Broca’s area and each of the remaining functional regions in the language and multiple-
demand (MD) networks, based on regional fluctuations in the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal while listening
to naturalistic stories [50,51]. Signal fluctuations (over time) in the language-selective inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) region
correlate with fluctuations elsewhere in the language (but not MD) network; and, to a lesser extent, fluctuations in the
domain-general IFG region correlate with those in other left-hemispheric MD regions. (B) Covariation between the two
regions within Broca’s area and each of the remaining functional regions in the language and MD networks based on
regional effect sizes across individuals [49]. Individuals with stronger (weaker) responses in the language-selective region
are also likely to exhibit strong (weak) responses in other language (but not MD) regions, and vice versa for the domain-
general region. Abbreviation: LH, left hemisphere; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; RH, right hemisphere.
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of functional regions. Specifically, in traditional group analyses, two types of problem arise [36].
First, some activations may not be detectable at the group level despite being robustly present
in each individual brain because of little/no overlap across participants (low sensitivity); second,
two regions that are adjacent but functionally distinct in each individual brain may appear as
one region at the group level (or when group-level activation peaks are pooled across studies)
because the same stereotactic coordinate shows one functional profile in some participants
and a different, sometimes opposite, profile in other participants (low functional resolution)
(Figure 1C). Both problems are encountered in investigations of Broca’s area, as illustrated with
three examples below.

First, several studies have failed to observe activation within Broca’s area for contrasts between
sentences and linguistically/perceptually degraded control conditions [98–100]. This has led
some to argue against the existence of sentence-responsive areas in Broca’s area/LIFG and
for functional differences between the inferior frontal and posterior temporal components of the
language network [100,101]. However, this claim is misleading because – given sufficient data
per participant – almost every individual shows robust responses within Broca’s area for such
contrasts [87,102], suggesting that the occasional lack of group-level effects is due to insufficient
spatial overlap among individual participants.

Second, task activations across diverse cognitive domains have long been reported within
Broca’s area, including executive tasks such as those requiring working memory and cognitive
control [68]. Consequently, some have argued that, to the extent that frontal activations are
observed for language tasks, they arise from the general executive demands that language pro-
cessing may impose, including the need to keep information active in working memory or inhibit
irrelevant meanings or parses [103–105]. For example, in an early meta-analysis of positron emis-
sion tomography (PET) and fMRI activation peaks, Kaan and Swaab [104] concluded that
'Broca’s area is only systematically activated when processing demands increase due to working
memory demands or task requirements'. Similarly, following activations around Broca’s area in
simple articulatory tasks [106], some have argued that activations during language comprehen-
sion tasks reflect the need to engage articulatory rehearsal mechanisms [107]. Thus, in a review
article, Rogalsky and Hickok [101] suggested that 'posterior portions of Broca’s area ... and
surrounding regions support sentence comprehension via articulatory rehearsal' (cf [108]). In
our view, these proposals are misguided because the region within Broca’s area that responds
selectively during language processing (including under passive listening/reading conditions
[41,53]) is distinct from both the domain-general executive region (Figure 1B) and the articulatory
region (Box 2), although the latter twomay also be active during language processing under some
conditions.

Finally, according to a prominent hypothesis in the literature, Broca’s area houses an abstract
hierarchical-structure processor that not only supports syntactic processing in language but
also in other domains such as arithmetic processing, music perception, and action observa-
tion/planning [7–10]. This hypothesis does not fit well with the available data. Most studies that
have observed activation for non-linguistic tasks with a hierarchical component have assumed
that these activations arise within the same region that processes linguistic syntax, presumably
because of the longstanding association between Broca’s area and 'language/syntax' [2]. How-
ever, as discussed above, the region of Broca’s area that responds more to structured linguistic
stimuli (sentences) than to lists of unconnected words (i) is highly selective for language relative to
non-linguistic tasks, including tasks that involve hierarchical structure and/or recursion such as
arithmetic and music [16,60] (Figure 2), which puts into question the domain-general hierarchical
processing idea; and (ii) is sensitive not only to syntactic manipulations but also to those to dowith
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, April 2020, Vol. 24, No. 4 279
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word-level meanings [41,66,74,109], suggesting that any syntax-focused account would need to
accommodate these non-syntactic effects. Furthermore, most studies that have reported activation
in response to structural complexity (in language and other domains) within Broca’s area have relied
on difficulty manipulations, where the more structurally complex condition is more cognitively de-
manding. Given that the domain-general region of Broca’s area is robustly sensitive to effort
[58,68,69], those effects could well have arisen in this region. It is important to keep inmind, however,
that this domain-general region also appears to be sensitive to effort in manipulations that seemingly
have nothing to do with processingmore versus less complex structures [110], arguing against com-
plex syntactic operations as the core computation of this region (cf [111]).

Contributions of Language-Selective versus Domain-General MD Networks to
Language Processing
A core goal of cognitive neuroscience is to develop computationally precise accounts of how
different brain areas accomplish perceptual, motor, and cognitive tasks. This is a challenging
pursuit in domains such as language where we lack animal models. Nevertheless, recent work
has begun to illuminate key differences in whether and how the language-selective and
domain-general MD regions contribute to language processing.

First, as we have emphasized throughout, the two components of Broca’s area discussed here
each belong to a different large-scale brain network. Evidence is accumulating that many func-
tional properties are shared among the regionswithin each network (Figures 1–3), arguing against
proposals that the language-selective component of Broca’s area differs functionally from the rest
of the language areas [2–6]. Therefore, going forward, the contributions of these regions should
be considered in light of the networks they belong to [56,65,67,74].

Second, a key constraint on what computations a brain region carries out comes from under-
standing how its activity is modulated by the properties of different stimuli. We recently showed
that the language-selective but not the domain-general MD regions closely 'track' linguistic
input during naturalistic language comprehension [79] (as evidenced by high intersubject correla-
tions [112]). Relatedly, the language regions, but not the MD regions, show robust sensitivity to
predictability as measured both via lexicalized (5-gram) and hierarchical structure-based surprisal
[113]. These results suggest that the contribution of MD regions to language processing is
unlikely to be tied to particular features of the linguistic input such as the ambiguity or frequency
of a word or structure (cf [11,13]). Finally, in the absence of a secondary task, MD regions show
little or no response to naturalistic language processing [80], suggesting that the contribution of
the MD regions likely reflects secondary task demands.

With respect to the language network, its selective responses to linguistic input dramatically
narrow the range of hypotheses to be considered by ruling out domain-general accounts. Further,
as noted above, its regions respond robustly to both lexicosemantic and syntactic manipulations
across diverse paradigms [74], in line with how linguistic knowledge is construed in usage-based
and construction-grammar approaches where lexicon and grammar are strongly interlinked
[114–116]. Further, using a word order-scrambling manipulation, a recent study [117] found that
composition may be the core computation implemented in the language-selective network: even in
scrambled sentences, provided that words within local contexts are semantically and
syntactically combinable (to a similar degree as in natural linguistic input), the stimulus elicits the max-
imal response – a response as high as that elicited by well-formed meaningful sentences. Crucially,
this effect is observed even if the morphosyntactic frame does not support composition. This result
makes sense in light of the cross-linguistic universality of composition, and the robustness of language
processing mechanisms to morphosyntactic noise [118].
280 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, April 2020, Vol. 24, No. 4



Outstanding Questions
What functions do different regions of
Broca’s area implement? Through
a systematic characterization of the
functional profiles of the language-
selective and domain-general regions
in Broca’s area, we are narrowing
down the hypotheses for possible
representations that these regions
store/build and the computations they
perform. For example, by establishing
that the language-selective region does
not respond to music or arithmetic, we
have ruled out the hypothesis that
this region operates over abstract hier-
archically structured representations
(e.g., [7–9]). However, more work will
be necessary to develop an algorithmic
and computationally precise under-
standing of what these regions do, and
of whether they differ functionally from
the rest of their associated functional
networks.

How do microstructural (cyto-/myelo-/
receptoarchitectonic) subdivisions of the
lateral frontal cortex correspond to the
functional dissociations discussed here?
Linking microanatomical properties of
different patches of cortex with their
functional response profiles would give
us unprecedented insights into the
neural circuitry underlying different
cognitive operations, and – through
cross-species comparisons – into poten-
tial evolutionary trajectories of speech
and language. Such investigations
could also tell us whether the underlying
architecture is composed of true 're-
gions' with sharp boundaries, versus
continuous, gradient 'maps' whose ex-
tremes we sample. Addressing these

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
Concluding Remarks
Broca’s area contains both a language-selective region, that belongs to the frontotemporal core
language network, and a domain-general region that belongs to the frontoparietal MD network.
These two regions clearly dissociate across numerous brain imaging measures – in many
cases exhibiting diametrically opposing response profiles – and likely contribute to linguistic
and cognitive processing in computationally distinct ways. These areas do not correspond to
visible macroanatomic landmarks, and thus referring to Broca’s area, LIFG, or LIFG anatomical
subdivisions without specifying the relevant functional component(s) is counter-productive, and
analogous to attributing a cognitive function to the entire fusiform gyrus or the cerebellum. Any
empirical claim about Broca’s area construed at this level of specificity is therefore difficult, or
impossible, to evaluate and test against competing hypotheses. These scientific processes are
at the heart of robust and replicable research [119], and are crucial for approaching a
mechanistic-level understanding of different frontal areas and the cognitive architecture they
support.

To make progress in deciphering the contributions of different components of Broca’s area to
human cognition, we can identify the relevant regions of Broca’s area using task-based functional
markers at the single-participant level [30,35,41], much in the same way as vision researchers
have long identified face-selective portions of the fusiform gyrus by searching for a stronger
response to faces than non-face objects [120,121]. In the future, identification of these regions
can perhaps rely on functional correlations [55,56] or anatomical connectivity data [57]. In
cases when these approaches are not feasible, we can use probabilistic activation atlases to
interpret group-level data [42,52]. Regardless of the approach one adopts, any future hypothesis
or proposal about Broca’s area should specify whether it refers to the language-selective or the
domain-general region therein, or to yet another candidate functional region (e.g., the
articulation-responsive region; Box 2). This approach has long been the gold standard in other
areas of cognitive neuroscience, including those that, in our view, have made more significant
progress toward understanding the targeted mental processes.

Exciting progress remains to bemade in deciphering the precise computations carried out by the dif-
ferent regions within Broca’s area and their associated networks (see Outstanding Questions). We
hope that the evidence reviewed here – of two functionally distinct regions within Broca’s area –

and the approach we advocate will bring us closer to realizing this goal.
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tant goal for future research.
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